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Foreword
Greetings from the Career Planning and 

Development team of Student Affairs Office! 

We are a team of professional and experienced 

practitioners dedicated to providing you with 

guidance on career planning and development, job 

seeking advice and connecting you with prospective 

employers.

 

Career planning and exploration are not only a 

priority for a graduate to-be, but also for a freshman. 

If you start thinking and planning for your future 

career from first year, you will be able to seize 

more opportunities to build your experiences and 

profile which can enhance your chance of success 

in landing a satisfying career.

 

This Career Guide aims at providing you with 

insights into how to plan for your career and prepare 

for job applications amid keen competition in the 

employment market. By reading the details and 

referring to the samples provided, we hope you will 

be more confident and professional in presenting 

yourself during your applications and start to carve 

out a brilliant career for yourself. 

We look forward to seeing you in our coming career 

events on and off campus!

 

Career Planning and Development

Student Affairs Office
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Thinking ahead and making plans for your 

career is crucial to the success of launching 

into an ideal job after graduation. As an 

undergraduate, you should start thinking about 

your career early and gain as much experience 

as possible. You will then have a better chance of 

landing your ideal job when you graduate.    

Gaining work experience throughout your degree 

would be one of the best ways of working out 

what you would like to pursue after graduation. 

Chapter One of this Career Guide advises you 

on how to make a career choice and build a 

professional profile as a university student.  

Planning 
your 
Career
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Step 1: Getting ideas
Think about your career priorities
What is important to you? Money? Holidays? Making a 
difference? Pursuing an interest as your career? Decide 
which factors are more important for you and think about 
which careers fit you best.

Think about jobs that are connected to your major but 
don’t overlook other professions

Graduate and employment surveys can give you ideas 
about the nature of jobs in sectors pursued by People 
who graduate in your subject

Use insights gained from experience of voluntary work
Voluntary work experience carries much weight in job 
applications, especially for positions in multinational 
corporations such as Big4 firms. Don’t disregard the 
importance of voluntary work.      

Look at the careers of those around you for inspiration
Family, friends, speakers at events, mentors, alumni etc. 
are often useful sources of inspiration. 

Work out what you want to do
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Online resources
LinkedIn and corporate websites, for example, will give 
you comprehensive information about an industry and 
profession, with company profiles, articles and current 
employees’ sharing. 

Recruitment talks
Employers hold recruitment talks to encourage good 
candidates to apply. They are an excellent opportunity 
to find out about the organization and the job as well as 
to ask any questions you might have.

A recruitment talk might be the first time you meet your 
future employer, so make sure you come across well! 
Research the organization beforehand. Make sure you 
are responsive and professional throughout the talk.

Ask questions. Questions can demonstrate that you 
have done your research and that you have good 
communication skills, as well as giving you information 
and building a rapport with the employer. Avoid asking 
about something that has been mentioned or details 
such as working hours or pay, as you will come across 
as inattentive and / or trivial.



Once you have an idea of which career you want to 
explore, you need to look at the opportunities available, 
and the skills and experiences required. If you think 
you are lacking skills or experience, look into ways you 
can acquire them. Voluntary work and extra-curricular 
activities are excellent ways to do this.

Voluntary opportunities and development programmes 
at HSUHK: 

sao.hsu.edu.hk

If at the moment you don’t think you would get the 
internship that you want, consider applying for more 
achievable ones at first. 

Internship opportunity at a glance: 

Ask yourself the questions below:  

• Would you like to continue in the industry you did 

your internship in? 

• Are you considering other career options after 

getting some experience?

• Which aspects of the work did you particularly like 

or dislike? 

• Did you feel you had the skills and abilities to work 

in the industry? 

• Did you like the working environment? 

• Would you like to work for a smaller or larger firm? 

• Is there a particular role you like or section of the 

industry you want to work in?

If you realize you don’t like the industry, don’t panic! 

Consider other industries that you could join. Even if 

you have to go back a step, you will still have more work 

experience than before. Look at the chapter - ‘CVs and 

Cover Letters’ to see how you can better present your 

experiences even if they are not directly related to your 

desired career.

careers.hsu.edu.hk

Look at the chapters of ‘Application Samples and The 
Interview’ for advice on making successful applications.

Step 3: your next steps
Step 2: Starting out
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A CV or resume is an outline of your educational and professional history. Its purpose is to enable a potential 

employer to quickly identify your skills, experience and qualifications. Undergraduates are advised to limit 

the length of their CV to only 1 page. There is no single way to write a CV; It varies according to you and the 

position you are applying for. You should always keep two questions in mind when writing a CV:

1. What experience, skills and personality traits are the employers looking for? 
2. How can I effectively prove to the employers that I fulfil their requirements?  

Top Tip: Before you start applying for a job, read through the job description and research the company. 

Make a list of the key things they are looking for. Make another list of your experiences and skills, so that 

you are able to make comparisons and tailor your CV appropriately.
 

THE 
CV

Resume

Resume
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Personal information
Start by giving your name, address, email address, and telephone number. Ensure your email 

address is professional – deathmetalkitty@gmail.com is not very attractive to employers!

Summary Statement
A brief overview of your background and competencies to appeal to prospective employers may 

be included. Be concise – it should be less than 5 sentences.

Education
As a student or recent graduate, you should state your tertiary education, giving the name of the 

college, academic programme and year of graduation. It may be a good idea to list any modules 

that are particularly relevant, especially if your degree programme is not directly related to the 

role you are applying for.  You are encouraged to state your GPA as well if it is over 3.0.

Work Experience
This section is for full-time, part-time, freelance or internship employment, in which you can 

demonstrate to employers the skills, knowledge or traits that you can contribute to the company. 

Be specific – mention projects and aspects of the role that are fascinating. 

Other Relevant Experience
Tell your potential employers about extra-curricular and voluntary activities which demonstrate 

relevant skills.

Major Qualifications, Awards and Achievements
Highlight recognition for both academic and non-academic activities such as academic honours, 

awards, or scholarships, if they are relevant to the job you are seeking. 

Skills and Abilities
This part covers mainly the hard skills, such as language, technical and computer skills. Consider 

including proficiency level. 

The traditional CV is divided into sections and lists experience in reverse chronological order.

Format
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Tips for writing a CV
      Try to write concisely but with purpose and impact. A recruiter might read over 100 applications a day so it
      is important to make yours as clear and impactful as possible. 

      Do the ’30-second test’ – read over your CV for 30 seconds. What impression do you get? Do the important
      points jump out at you? If not, rewrite it! 

        Here are some suggestions for improvement: 

• Avoid giving too much context which hides important points
  It should be clear to readers what point you are trying to make in every sentence.

• Give specific details that prove your suitability 
  This helps to emphasize your skills and contributions, differentiating you from other applicants. 

Example: 

1. Original: ‘Organised programmes and events on campus’
Improved: ‘Coordinated with a team of 10 students on 6 events that attracted more than 1,000 
participants’. 

2. Original: ‘Volunteer during the interview process’
Improved: ‘Volunteer Interview Helper – ensured candidates attended their interviews and provided 
support and pastoral care for interview candidates aged 16+’. 

• Focus on achievements and results 
Starting sentences with action verbs such as ‘analysed’, ‘led’, managed’, ‘initiated’ and ‘compiled’ 
enables you to concisely convey your achievements. 

Example:

‘Led a group of 4 students to analyse the business sustainability in Hong Kong.’

• Use simple language  
Unnecessarily long words or jargon will make your CV hard to read.

• Proofread your CV several times 
Spelling and grammatical errors do not give a good impression of you to your potential employer.
 

• Make sure you CV is easy to read and clearly laid out 
Bullet points are normally used. Use of bold and italics for headings or additional information. Ensure 
formatting is consistent. It is advisable to present your CV in one page. 
 

• Save you CV in PDF format 
Send it in PDF format to ensure the formatting does not change when the file is opened on the prospective 
employers’ computer. 
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The Cover Letter
A Cover Letter is sent with your CV. It is used if you are responding to an application by post or email, or when 
you are asking a company or individual if they have any jobs available. Sometimes, it is not required if you have 
to fill in an application form. If you are emailing your application, you can either attach the cover letter along with 
your CV or send it as the message. The cover letter is also the place to explain gaps in your CV (e.g. if you were 
out of work for a while) if there are any.

The purpose of a cover letter is to complement your CV, not reword it. Whereas the CV is written in a factual way, 
the cover letter is more descriptive and should be written in paragraphs. It is an opportunity to:

1. Prove your passion and interest
2. Align yourself to the values of the organization you are applying to 
3. Highlight what you see as your core strengths

You need to show your prospective employers that you are fit for the job.
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Format
Your cover letter should be engaging and interesting to read. You need to use professional, not chatty language, 
but avoid sounding overly stiff. It should be laid out like a business letter and be no longer than ONE A4 page. 
You are suggested to divide your cover letter into 4 paragraphs, including an introduction, reasons for working 
in the company, your strengths of taking the role, and a conclusion.  

Introduction
1. Introduce yourself. Give your name, what and where you are studying and when you will finish. 
2. Explain why you are writing. Let them know where the position is advertised so they know exactly what you 

are applying for.

Explain why you want to work for them 
1. Explain why you are interested in that position and demonstrate your knowledge and understanding of the 

role and organization. 
2. Be specific about what you find attractive about a role and back this up with specific examples from your 

experiences, or explain its relevance to your career goals and why you find that sector exciting. 
3. Prove that you have done research

Example:
‘I attended your campus recruitment talk earlier this year. The talent development strategy adopted by your 
company including the engagement of junior staff in different kinds of projects and provision of comprehensive 
on-the-job training appeals to me enormously.’

Explain why they should work with you
1. Explain why you are suitable for the role. Go into more detail about several important features of your CV 

and link them explicitly to the requirements of the job.
2. Link different experiences to show your skills and make your claims seem more credible.

Example: 
‘This position would enable me to bring out my passion for being a digital marketing specialist; I have been 
developing my skills and knowledge since I started taking a digital marketing course and serving as a publicity 
officer in the Marketing Society of my institution.’

Conclusion
1. State your desire for the role again.
2. State that you look forward to hearing from them and thank them for considering you. 
3. Sign off with ‘Yours sincerely’ when writing to a named individual, and ‘Yours faithfully’ when writing to an 

unnamed individual. Type your name but remember to sign it if you print it out. 
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Tips for writing A Cover Letter

Try to tailor your cover lever to each application and make it personal. You need to show why you as an individual 
are fit for a particular role, and to demonstrate your understanding of the role and organization. 

Here are some tips for you:

• Try to find the name of an individual to address the letter to if possible     
It will appear much more personal. Make sure you get the spelling and title (e.g. Mr, Ms, Dr) correct.

 
• Avoid phrases that sound general          

For example, don’t say ‘I am applying for the job because you are a prestigious and vibrant company’ as 
many companies could be described in those terms. Explain the specific role that appeal to you and why 
you are passionate in joining the organization.

      Example
‘I am applying to ABC Consultants because it is one of the market leaders, with a good reputation 
for both staff training and employee engagement.’

• Make sure you have supported claims about your aptitude and performance with specific examples

• Proofread your letter several times
 Top tip
 Try to get some professional advice by signing up for a Career Advisory Session (See P. 27 for details)

• Present your cover letter simply but professionally       
Ensure the formatting is consistent and clear. Use a standard font and font size. 



Application samples 
                    

 Job Advertisement 1

Position: Staff Accountant

Company: SSW CPA Limited

Job Type: Graduate Position

Company background:
SSW CPA Limited is the largest domestic accounting and consulting 

firm, providing the most sought-after services favoured by large private 

companies and state enterprises.

Job Description:

We support you in achieving your unique potential wherever you are in 

the world - both personally and professionally. We give you stretching 

and rewarding experiences that keep you motivated, working in an 

atmosphere of integrity and teaming with some of the world’s most 

successful companies. We know it’s your unique outlook, energy and 

enthusiasm that make the difference.

We are looking for a highly motivated individual to prepare statutory 

audit accounts, handle tax computation and perform accounting work.

Job Requirements:

Bachelor degree in Accountancy or equivalent

Good command of English and Chinese (including Mandarin)

Mature, self-motivated and good analytical skills

Good organizational skills

Application Method: Send your resume and cover letter to hr@sswcpa.com.hk
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15 April 2019

Dear Head of Human Resources,

Application for Audit and Assurance Services – Staff Accountant 

I am writing to apply for the position of Audit and Assurance Services – Staff 
Accountant, which was advertised on the SSW’s website on 13 April 2019. I am 
currently in my final year and expect to graduate from The Hang Seng University of 
Hong Kong with a degree in Accounting in June this year. I have long been interested 
in accounting and have decided to pursue it as a career following graduation.  As 
a highly respected and ambitious firm with a reputation for recognising employees’ 
contributions, SSW CPA Limited would be an ideal place for me to launch my 
career.

During my degree, I studied business assurance, financial reporting and taxation. 
My decision to choose accounting as a career was confirmed by working in several 
esteemed accounting firms. In the summer of my second year, I worked as an 
intern with you, at SSW CPA Ltd., learning auditing processes and skills, such as 
how to prepare testing for clients and how to communicate effectively with clients 
and colleagues to complete audit jobs on time. Further work experience at TR 
Services Limited last spring only confirmed my passion for accounting and gave 
me practical experience of different industries. My position as Marketing Officer of 
the First Accounting Society at my university has allowed me to further explore my 
love of accounting, as well as improving my teamwork and communication skills. I 
particularly enjoy the problem-solving aspects and detailed nature of accounting. 

My work experience with you gave me a fascinating insight into the working 
environment of an accounting firm and made me eager to work for you again. 
My experience of your professional practice, as well as your genuine emphasis 
on corporate social responsibility, have led me to believe that SSW CPA is an 
organization I would fully commit to and enjoy working for. As a growing firm, there 
would be many valuable opportunities for advancement and I believe that I would 
be able to play an active role in the development of the future of your organization. 

With my professional knowledge and work experience, I am confident that I would 
excel in the role of Staff Accountant; My enclosed resume will give you more 
information about my background and qualifications. I would appreciate a chance 
to discuss with you personally how I can contribute to your company’s success and 
to answer any question you may have concerning my application. I am available to 
interview at any time. My phone number is +852 5499 7654 and my email address 
is chanannie1234@gmail.com. Thank you for considering my application.

Yours faithfully, 
Annie Chan Lei Yu  

1st Paragraph:
This candidate 
introduces  
herself and gives 
personal reasons 
for applying, 
demonstrating 
knowledge of the 
firm.

2nd Paragraph:
The candidate 
explains her 
personal 
suitability for the 
role, combining 
work and other 
experience 
including details 
to show its 
relevance.

3rd Paragraph:
She provides 
her reasons 
for applying 
to the firm, 
demonstrating an 
understanding of 
their core values.

4th Paragraph: 
She reaffirms 
her purpose in 
writing, stresses 
her keenness 
and availability 
for interview and 
thank the  
prospective 
employer for their 
time.
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            Chan Lei Yu, Annie
  Email: chanannie1234@gmail.com  Tel: +852 5499 7654
Education

Sep 2016 – Present The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong 
   Bachelor of Business Administration with concentration in Accounting
   • CGPA: 3.2/4 
   • Expected year of graduation: 2020

Aug – Dec 2018 Lispcomb University (USA)
   HSUHK Student Exchange Programme

Work Experience

Mar 2018   Internship, TR Services Limited
   • Compiled financial statements and audit reports for clients from   
    different industries
   • Consolidated data and inputted transactions onto system
   • Prepared official documents such as Profits Tax Returns for clients

Jun – Aug 2017  Internship , SSW CPA Limited
   • Prepared monthly financial statements for clients
   • Audited data and drafted reports for clients 
   • Consolidated and analysed internal data including clients’ data   
    base and business nature for the purpose of further evaluation

Other Relevant Experience

Sep 2017 – Present Marketing Officer, The 1st Accounting Society of The Hang Seng 
   University of Hong Kong 
   • Planned and carried out marketing strategies for annual Career   
    Day and party, both of which attracted over 100 participants
   • Worked with the rest of the executive committee to make decisions   
    about direction of society

Jan – Apr 2018  Volunteer, Oxfam Hong Kong
   • Provided logistics support and coordination for fundraising    
    programmes including Musical Marathon, Trade Fair and Rice Sale 
 
Achievements

2019   Reaching Out Award, Hong Kong SAR Government
   • Scholarship offered by HKSAR Government to support deserving   
    students who are nominated by institutions to participate in learning,  
    service or internship programmes overseas.
 

2018 – 2019  Dean’s List, School of Business,  The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong
   • Recognition for outstanding academic achievements

IT and Language skills

•  Good Command of MS Office including MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Access
• Graded band 7 in International English Language Testing System (IELTS)
• Cantonese (Native), English (Fluent), Mandarin (Fluent), French (Basic), Spanish (Basic)

IT and Language 
skills:
Relevant IT and 
language skills 
and details of the 
level achieved to 
prove  capability 
should be shown.

Achievements:
Awards are listed 
which show  
academic  
excellence.

Relevant  
Experience:
This is included 
because it shows 
passion for  
accounting, 
initiative and 
transferable skills.

Work   
Experience:
She gives details 
of the tasks  
performed which 
show the skills 
she developed.

Overall:
Consistent  
formatting is 
used with  
institutions  
highlighted in 
bold. It is clear 
and easy to read.

The candidate uses the traditional CV format, starting with her education which is listed in 
reverse chronological order. Everything mentioned is relevant to a career in accounting.



Job Advertisement 2

Position: Marketing Intern

Company: O2O Forever Marketing Ltd.

Job Type: Summer internship

Company background:

O2O stands for Online to Offline, which is a new business model that 

combines the online shop and frontline transactions. In simple terms, it 

brings online customers to physical store. We provide IT and marketing 

solutions to business firms and any social organization, and help 

customer face the changing market and operation environment.

Job Description:

We are looking for an ambitious intern to:

Coordinate and support office colleagues to maintain and perform daily 

administrative work;

Support the company’s marketing strategy and execution;

Co-ordinate and support sales meetings and provide English writing 

and editing support. 

Job Requirements:

Undergraduate student who is studying Marketing or related discipline 

preferred;

 

Good level of both spoken and written English;

Any experience with website, social media, blog, or other digital 

marketing fields is a strong plus;

Proficiency in Microsoft Office applications;

Highly motivated;

Good communication skills.

Application Method:
Mail your application including CV and cover letter to O2O Forever     

Marketing Ltd., Level 25, ACC, 28 Hennessy Road, Hong Kong
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17 May 2019
Mr. Luke M Fourwick,
O2O Forever Marketing Ltd.,
Level 25, ACC
28 Hennessy Road, 
Hong Kong

Dear Mr. Fourwick,

I am writing to express my interest in your summer Marketing Internship advertised on 
your website. I believe the internship experience will be invaluable in launching my career 
in marketing, and that I have skills and enthusiasm which would contribute to your firm.

I am a third-year student at The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong. As a business 
student with a concentration in marketing, I have developed an understanding of a range 
of marketing techniques and theories which I am eager to explore in a business setting. 
My role as Marketing Officer for my univeristy’s Economic Development Society has 
confirmed this interest, and I believe my passion for marketing was crucial in the 50% 
increase in membership during my tenure. I similarly enjoyed aiding the Student Affairs 
Office, where I worked part-time. I have developed and carried out marketing schemes 
for many events in both Cantonese and English, including the annual Careers Fair which 
attracted more employers and students than ever before. In both of these roles I have 
developed a better understanding of the relationship between online marketing, key 
strategies, and their impact on the real world which I am keen to explore further.

Allowing me to explore my interests in IT and marketing, I trust your firm would be the 
perfect place for me; A recent phone conversation with you confirmed my desire to work 
for your organization. As a subscriber to Discover Magazine, I have been fascinated by a 
recent debate about the future of shopping and of the physical store. I believe the insight 
this has given me would be a credit to O2O Forever Marketing, which of course directly 
engages with this issue. 

With my skills and enthusiasm, I am confident I would bring value to your organization, 
and I am excited to work with an organization at the forefront of social change. I would be 
grateful for the opportunity of interview at any time. I can be reached at +852 5678 1234 
and my email address is daimanlui@gmail.com. 

Thank you for taking the time to consider my application.

Yours sincerely,

Peter Lui
Lui Dai Man, Peter 

The candidate uses his knowledge of O2O marketing to explain 
why he is a perfect candidate for the firm.

Main Features:
He gives specific 
details of his 
achievements, 
which directly 
relate to the job 
description.

He is applying 
for his first work 
experience 
position so he 
emphasizes his 
voluntary  
experience.

3rd Paragraph:
The candidate 
provides  
evidence of his 
interest and 
aligns himself 
with the core 
values of the firm.
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    Lui Dai Man, Peter
Email: daimanlui@gmail.com     Tel: +852 5678 1234

CAREER OBJECTIVE
 
An ambitious, creative and dedicated undergraduate seeking a summer internship to kick-start a career 
in marketing 
 

EDUCATION
 
The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong (HSUHK)    Sept 2017 - Present
Bachelor of Business Administration with a concentration in Marketing 
CGPA: 3.12 / 4 

KEY SKILLS
 
LEADERSHIP

Marketing Officer, Economic Development Society, HSUHK   Sep 2018 – Aug 2019
• Led a team of 5 students in designing and carrying out marketing campaigns for the society and  
 for society events, resulting in a 50% increase in membership
 
TEAMWORK

Project Assistant, Student Affairs Office, HSUHK       Sep 2018 - Present   
• Worked with a team of 8 to carry out marketing campaigns, including designing posters and   
 leaflets, formulating and analysing surveys to assess campaigns’ impact

Internal Vice-President, Economic Development Society, HSUHK  Sep 2018 – Aug 2019
• Served as a member of the executive committee of the Economic Development Society 
• Coordinated with other officers to ensure a uniform vision and maximum effectiveness 
 
ORGANISATION AND RESPONSIBILITY 

Captain, HSUHK Basketball Team          Sep 2018 – Present
•  Organized 2 basketball tournaments, including the Hong Kong Inter-Collegiate Competition     

 2018
• Organized 6 practice matches and 10 training sessions for the team 

OTHER SKILLS

LANGUAGE

• Cantonese (fluent), Mandarin (fluent), English (good spoken and written)

COMPUTER

• Advanced Microsoft Office 

This candidate is applying for his first work experience position. He uses a skills format because it allows 
him to integrate the little experience he has with his extra-curricular activities more effectively. 
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LIST OF Action Verbs
Action verbs are used to describe your skills, responsibilities and achievements on your CV and application. 
Starting with a compelling action verb in each bullet point would make your CV more impressive and powerful. 
The following is a list of action verbs which might help you in writing your CV.  

• administered
• analysed
• appointed
• approved
• assigned
• attained
• chaired
• considered
• consolidated
• contracted
• controlled
• converted
• coordinated
• decided
• developed
• directed
• emphasized

• enforced
• enhanced
• established
• executed
• generated
• handled
• headed
• improved
• incorporated
• increased
• initiated
• inspected
• led
• managed
• merged
• motivated
• organized

• overhauled
• oversaw
• planned
• prioritized
• produced
• recommended
• reorganized
• replaced
• restored
• reviewed
• scheduled 
• streamlined
• strengthened
• supervised
• terminated

  --- Management and Leadership ---

--- Communication ---
• addressed
• advertised
• arranged
• articulated
• authored
• clarified
• collaborated
• communicated
• composed
• condensed
• conferred
• consulted
• contacted
• conveyed
• convinced
• corresponded

• debated
• defined
• described
• developed
• directed
• discussed
• explained
• expressed
• incorporated
• influenced
• interacted
• involved
• joined
• marketed
• mediated
• moderated

• negotiated
• observed
• outlined
• participated
• presented
• promoted
• proposed
• reported
• resolved
• responded
• spoke
• suggested
• summarized
• translated
• wrote

--- Research ---
• analysed
• clarified
• collected 
• compared
• conducted
• critiqued
• detected
• determined
• diagnosed
• evaluated
• examined

• experimented
• explored
• extracted
• formulated
• gathered
• identified
• inspected
• interpreted
• interviewed
• invented
• investigated

• located
• measured
• organized
• researched
• searched
• solved
• summarized
• surveyed
• systematized
• tested
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• adapted
• assembled
• built
• calculated
• computed
• conserved
• constructed
• converted
• debugged
• designed
• determined

• developed
• engineered
• fabricated
• fortified
• installed
• maintained
• operated
• overhauled
• printed
• programmed
• rectified

• regulated
• remodelled
• repaired
• replaced
• restored
• solved
• specialized
• standardized
• studied
• upgraded
• utilized

--- Finance and Data ---
• administered
• adjusted
• allocated
• analysed
• appraised
• assessed
• audited
• balanced
• calculated
• computed
• conserved
• corrected
• determined
• developed
• estimated
• forecasted
• managed
• marketed
• measured
• planned
• programmed

• projected
• reconciled
• reduced
• researched
• retrieved
• acted
• adapted
• began
• combined
• conceptualized
• condensed
• created
• customized
• designed
• developed
• directed
• displayed
• drew
• entertained
• established
• fashioned

• formulated
• founded
• illustrated
• initiated
• instituted
• integrated
• introduced
• invented
• modelled
• modified
• originated
• performed
• photographed
• planned
• revised
• revitalized
• shaped
• solved

--- Helping Skills ---
• adapted
• advocated
• aided
• answered
• arranged
• assessed
• assisted
• collaborated
• contributed

• cooperated
• ensured
• expedited
• facilitated
• helped
• insured
• intervened
• motivated
• provided

• referred
• presented
• resolved
• simplified
• supplied
• supported
• volunteered

--- Organizational Skills ---
• approved
• arranged
• catalogued
• categorized
• charted
• classified
• coded
• collected
• compiled
• corresponded
• distributed
• executed
• filed
• generated
• implemented

• incorporated
• inspected
• logged
• maintained
• monitored
• obtained
• operated
• ordered
• organized
• prepared
• processed
• provided
• purchased
• recorded
• registered

• reserved
• responded
• reviewed
• routed
• scheduled
• screened
• set up
• submitted
• supplied
• standardized
• systematized
• updated
• validated
• verified

--- Technical Skills ---
20



THE 
INTERVIEW

921

If you get a phone call from an employer for an interview, don’t panic! This is definitely an opportunity! 

An Interview is a 2-way process. The employer is interviewing you to assess whether you would be the most 
suitable person for the job. It is also an opportunity for you to gain some insight into what the working 
environment and the people are like as well as to find out more about the role. 

It is worth accepting every interview invitation you get even if you don’t think you want the job. It will be a 
good opportunity to practise and you may find that you like the job when you find out more about it.

The interviewer is looking at both what you say and how you say it. The best way to make sure you come 
across well is PREPARATION. This chapter covers several types of interview questions and examples that 
might assist you in preparations before entering the interview room.   



Top Tips for Preparation
1. It is important for you to demonstrate your strengths and competencies during an interview. A good way to 

prepare is to make a list of the job requirements. Review your CV and make sure it shows that you have the 

skills to fulfil those requirements. Think of examples of how you used your skills successfully. Examples of how 
you overcame challenges are especially useful. 

2. Think about your core strengths – what are the attributes that set you apart from other candidates? Make 
sure you get these across to the interviewer(s).

3. You might be asked about your motivation and commitment to serve in the company. Be prepared for questions 
like ‘Why are you interested in this position?’ and ‘Why would you pursue a career in this profession?’ 

Sample Questions in interviews
Typical Questions

One very common question is ‘tell us about yourself’. This is normally the first and often the most important 
question as it gives you a chance to sell yourself. Keep your answer within 2 minutes. Your response should 
include:

1. A summary of your educational and work history
2. An example of one academic/work accomplishment
3. A brief highlight of what you want next in your career that is relevant to the position at hand

Please remember! This question is not about you but about your suitability for the post. 

Example:

The job requirements for an asset management internship might be:  
• Able to multi-task and work under pressure
• Ambitious, self-motivated, energetic, outgoing, high achiever
• Good interpersonal skills
• An undergraduate in any stream, yet finance or business-related discipline is advantageous

A candidate might say, after summarizing their educational and work history: 

‘I would describe myself as self-driven and responsible. When serving as a summer trainee at ABC Bank and a 
part-time student assistant in my faculty, I assisted in data mining and analysis, as well as compiled research 
reports within a tight timeline. As my passion is to be an asset management specialist, together with my relevant 
skills and work exposure gained through different experiences, I look forward to the chance of contributing to your 
company.’
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Behavioural Questions

With behavioural questions, the interviewer is looking for examples of ways you responded to challenges that led to 
results. Don’t just list activities – be specific to your action and results. 

You need to think about the purpose of the question and the specific skills it concerns. For example: 
• Describe a situation where you were asked to do something that you had never attempted previously.

This question assesses your 

1. flexibility, including your ability to modify your approach to achieve a goal;
2. how open-minded you are;
3. how quickly you can adapt to new environment and situations.

One common approach you may consider is to use the STAR techniquez

• Situation – Provide the context (when, where etc.)
• Task – What were you expected to do?
• Action – What did you do? How? What tools did you use?
• Results – Explain the results. Quantify if possible. 

Example for you:

Question: ‘Tell me about a time when you were on a team and a member wasn’t taking up his or her assigned duties.’

Answer: ‘I was involved in a group project in my marketing course last year. Our team was assigned to come up with 
a marketing campaign and design mobile Apps for a beauty brand. However, one team member often skipped our 
preparatory meetings. I tried to talk to her in private, relayed the frustration of other team members and discussed 
with her what could be done to improve the situation. She apologised and explained that she was preoccupied with 
another course, where she got a very low score. I volunteered to help her with that course. She was therefore able to 
participate more in our project. In the end, we got ‘B+’ in our group report and presentation.

Reference: 
1. “STAR interviewing response technique for success in behavioral job interviews.” Contract Management Oct. 2004: 6. Business Insights: Global.
2. “Career Coach: using STAR power in interview; There’s an easy technique to use in interviews to answer tricky questions that will highlight your competency 
and skills. (FINANCE).” Jeremy I’anson, The Telegraph Online, April 9, 2014
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Situational Questions

These are questions which ask how you would respond in a hypothetical situation. They provide opportunities for you 
to showcase your problem-solving and analytical abilities. 

Interviewers ask these questions because you can hardly prepare in advance; you will have to think on your feet. 

One good way to approach these questions is to think about ways you have dealt with similar problems in the past. 

Example for you:

Question: ‘If your boss was suddenly let go and you were asked to take over, how would you proceed?

Answer: ‘If this situation happened, I would try to stay calm, and first try to understand the current tasks as well as 
to communicate with team members. Actually, a similar situation happened to me during my time as VP of English 
Club. The President resigned from his position and I was suddenly asked to take over. First, I held a team meeting to 
discuss the situation and get everyone’s thoughts and feelings. Next, I met with each team member to build trust. I 
asked them what they were working on, how things were going and whether they required any help. We continued 
to have regular meetings to maintain the momentum and strengthen our relationship. Overall the transition went 
smoothly; everyone was engaged and achieved their objectives.’ 

Bizarre questions

These questions are designed to test how you react to unexpected challenges. They show your flexibility, creativity, 
technical and analytical ability and the way that you make decisions. 

Example for you:

• If you were an animal, what would you be?
• You just inherited a restaurant from your father, what would you do now? 
• How do you weigh a giraffe without using a weight machine?
• If you were shrunk to the size of a fish and put in a microwave, how would you get out? 
• What do timber and polyester have in common? 

You can’t prepare for these questions. Interviewers seldom ask bizarre questions but it is important to be aware of 
them so they don’t put you off. 

Remember – the interviewer is not trying to trick you, so try to relax and regard a bizarre question as an interesting 
challenge. 
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Asking Questions

At the end of the interview, you will have the opportunity to ask questions. This is your opportunity to find out more 
about the organization and also to restate your interest. You should always ask at least one question as it shows 
your engagement and passion.

It is good to ask a question that follows on from something discussed in the interview but you should have some 
questions prepared before the interview. Try to make your question sound specific and not general.

Example for you:
 

Avoid questions about practicalities 
Questions such as ‘what are the working hours?’, ‘is it a must for me to work on Saturday?’ or ‘would I be able to 
delay the start date by a month?’, should be avoided, as they don’t show very much thought about the role. If you 
do have a concern (e.g. you need a later start date), it is better to negotiate this after the position is offered to you.
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‘How would you describe the organization’s culture?’ (If the information has not been shown on website nor mentioned in the interview.) 

‘I noticed on company’s website that the firm is planning to expand into other European markets.Would 
management trainees be given chances to participate in relevant projects?’
‘What do you think are the most important qualities for someone to excel in this role?’
‘What percentage of the time will be devoted to the analytical tasks?’
‘That’s remarkable!  Could you elaborate a bit more about how they did it?’



Follow-up email

After the interview, you should send a follow-up e-mail to the interviewers you met within 24 hours.

In the email, you should:

• Thank them for their time
• Use information gained during the interview
• Reinforce particular points or topics discussed
• Offset any concerns that may have surfaced
• Reintroduce key skills and successes relative to their expectations
• Convey a positive, enthusiastic, energetic message
• Include additional information not discussed that could differentiate you

Remember that you don’t have to include all of these things – if you don’t feel there are concerns to offset or 
there is additional important information to include, don’t mention them.

   Example for you:

  After Annie attended an interview with SSW CPA Ltd., she might write this email:    

Dear Mr Wong,

Thank you so much for taking the time to talk yesterday. It was a pleasure to learn more about SSW 
CPA Limited and your innovative business structure. I am very excited about the opportunity to explore 
a potential career with the Audit and Assurance Services team.

I couldn’t agree more with your emphasis on creating value for clients. For me, SSW CPA Limited is 
about developing meaningful relationships with clients to more effectively meet their needs. I think it is 
rare to find a company that provides such a customised service while following the highest standards 
of professional practice. 

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to have shared my background and passion for accounting with you. 
I think my extensive work experience and prior internship in your company makes me exactly what your 
team is looking for and I hope to prove that. We didn’t get a chance to talk about my experience at TR 
Services Limited but I believe the experience of different industries gained there made me even more 
dedicated to a career in auditing and assurance. As requested, I have attached a list of references. If 
you would like any further information from me or to talk to me again, I would be more than happy to 
oblige. Thank you and I hope to hear from you soon.

Yours sincerely,

Chan Lei Yu, Annie
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Further Preparation 
Career Services and Activities at HSUHK

After reading this Career Guide, you might have a basic 
idea of how to start planning your career and making 
job applications. However, further preparations are 
necessary if you wish to go further and eventually get 
a job offer from the employer.  

Along with this Career Guide, a wide range of career 
services are offered by the Career Planning and 
Development team of Student Affairs Office. We can 
provide you with an in-depth guidance on career 
planning and making job applications. You are highly 
encouraged to join our programmes and activities, 
which are vital to your career preparation.

Career Advisory Session (CAS)

The one-on-one Career Advisory Sessions aim to assist 
students in identifying their career goals and help 
better prepare them for their future career. Students 
are welcome to raise their career concerns during 
the session, which may include enquiries on career 
direction, job market information, resume and cover 
letter writing skills, interview skills, job searching 
skills, etc. 

Career Preparation Series

To help students plan ahead for an internship or 
graduate job, the Career Preparation Series guides 
students through the steps they should take from 
scratch. Each session focuses on helping students 
understand the various aspects of job seeking 
technique, including problem-solving, communication, 
leadership skills, personal grooming, etc., and all that 
would enhance the employability of students. 

Other Career Guidance Programme 

Getting advice and insight from experienced professionals 
can prove invaluable for your career explorations. HSUHK 
Professional Mentorship Programme connects students 
with business professionals from various industries 
whom could provide additional guidance, training and 
experience sharing to students in both formal and 
informal ways. 
 

Everyone is welcome to visit our office and speak to our 
Careers Officers about career planning and job searching 
skills. Visit our website: https://sao.hsu.edu.hk/our-
services/careers/ regularly and follow our Facebook 
page for the latest information on our activities and 
programmes. 
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